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 You’re Invited 
CCE Annual Dinner 
Wednesday, October 17, 2012 
Malone Golf Club, Malone 

Join us for a tasty meal prepared by the chefs at the 
Malone Golf Club.  This years meal will feature Roasted 
Turkey Breast, Roast Pork Loin, Home-style stuffing with 

Gravy, Mashed Potatoes, Freshly Tossed Garden Salad, 
Seasonal Vegetable Medley, Warm Rolls and Butter, Chef ’s 

Selected Assorted Desserts, Coffee, Tea and Milk. 
To reserve a spot please call the  

CCE office at 518-483-7403. 

 

 

2012  Annual  Report 

Franklin County Courthouse 
355 West Main Street, Suite 150 

Malone, NY  12953Phone:   
518-483-7403 

Fax:  518-483-6214 
Email: franklin@cornell.edu 

http://counties.cce.cornell.edu/franklin 

2013 CALENDAR 

4 - H  C a m p  O v e r l o o k  

We are now taking business size ads for our Annual Report. 
If you would like to purchase a business card size ad at the top of a 

specific month please contact the CCE office at 518-483-7403 
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I  r e c e n t l y 
a t t e n d e d  a 
b r e a k f a s t 
m e e t i n g  o f 

agricultural industry members, 
specifically those involved with 
c r o p - r e l a t e d  m a t t e r s .  T h o s e 
at tending inc luded seed and 
fer t i l i ze r  reps ,  USDA agency 
people, crop consultants, Cornell 
r e s e a r c h e r s  a n d  C o r n e l l 
Cooperat ive Extension County 
Agricultural Educators. 
 
After the usual greet and meet’s 
w i t h  n e w  f a c e s  a n d  r e -
acquaintances with col leagues 
from the years gone by, it didn’t 
take long for the group to get 
down to business. The crux of the 
problem was lack of water for this 
year’s agronomic crops and the 
resulting effect that would have 
on dairy production. 
 
“ S o  w h a t ?”  y o u  m ig h t  s a y - 
e s p e c i a l l y  i f  y o u r  c l o s e s t 
connection to dairy is the dairy 
case at the grocery store. But here 
i n  t h e  N o r t h  C o u n t r y  a n d 
particularly in Franklin County, the 
economic drivers are tourism and 
agriculture. And dairy is king. Yes, 
there are a lot of non-dairy farms 
out there. And they are growing in 
n u m b e r s  a n d  i n  e c o n o m i c 
strength. But for total dollars 
e a r n e d  a n d  s p e n t  i n  t h e 
community, dairy still leads the 
pack. So if dairy production goes 
down resulting in less income to 
the farmer that translates in less 
dollars circulating in the local 
economy. Follow the numbers, do 
the math, use whatever saying 
that is apropos. If farmers feel the 
economic pinch, then we all do. 
 
Back to discussion group of last 
week. Lack of rainfall has had a 
s i g n i f i c a n t  i m p a c t  o n  c r o p 
production this year. Corn, grass, 

and a l fa l fa  have al l  been 
affected. The further west one 
travels, the worse it is.  Franklin 
County has received some rain; 
the crops don’t look as rough as 
those in the western counties. 
And, for sure, we are not as bad 
off as the Midwest states. But 
their high losses in hay and corn 
crops will translate to higher 
grain prices for our dairy and 
livestock farmers. Which means 
our farmers now have a double 
whammy-lower feed inventories 
because the corn and hay crop 
did not and will not produce as 
much as expected and needed. 
Second, because of less feed 
inventory, more grain will have 
to be purchased, and its price is 
going off the charts. 
 
Again, why should we be aware 
of this and why care? Because if 
any other industry with a labor 
f o r c e ,  s p e n t  h u n d r e d s  o f 
thousands on equipment, and 
ut i l ized local  services from 
banks to plumbers, electricians 
to carpenters and specialist in 
diesel mechanics, vacuum and 
a i r  compressors ,  and  yes , 
computers and software, were to 
go out of business, then the 
pub l i c  and  the  commun i t y 
leaders would be in an uproar. 
But when there is a dairy 
auction, it is just simply “too 
bad”. 
 
Yes, we need to understand our 
local businesses, which happen 
to be agricultural. Their plight 
does affect us. 

From the Director’s Desk:   
How Does It Affect Me? 

Rick LeVitre, Executive Director 

To contact Rick LeVitre call 
the CCE Office at  

518-483-7403 Ext. 303 
or by email at 

rlevitre@cornell.edu 
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Corn silage harvest is fast 
approaching. When you consider the 
storage phase for silage, chopping, 
the corn and feeding it out become 
the easy parts. Storing this forage 
properly to reduce losses and 
maintain quality is the real 
challenge and opportunity. This is 
true every year, but particularly with 
tight forage inventories on many 
farms, you want to make sure that 
every bit of forage harvested makes 
it to the cow’s mouth. This certainly 
applies to haylage harvest as well.  
 

 
A lot of things have to happen 
correctly to successfully store feed. 
There is often a slide shown in 
presentations that boils it down to 
this:  
Poor Forage + Good Management = 
Poor Quality Feed  
Good Forage + Poor Management = 
Poor Quality Feed  
Good Forage + Good Management = 
Good Quality Feed  
 
 
 

When storing feed in Ag Bags or 
upright silos, harvesting at the 
proper growth stage (dry matter for 
corn) is very important. The storage 
process still takes management, but 
there are not as many challenges 
with these storage structures as 
there are with bunk silos/drive over 
piles. Storing in bunks or piles can 
be done very successfully, but there 
is a great deal more management 
involved.  
 

 
Quick Silage Harvest Checklist:  
Harvest at the correct Dry Matter  

• CCE offers dry matter testing to 
help you gauge when the crop is 
ready.  

• Silage Density in Bunks – pack, 
pack, and pack some more.  

• Achieving a high density is 
critical to reducing forage 
losses.  

• The cost of extra packing weight 
is minimal compared to the 
benefits.  

Do You Have 
Items to Buy, 
Sell or Trade?   

 
Place an ad in the 

Marketplace sec on on 
the back of this 

newsle er!   
Contact Bernadette at 

 518-483-7403 ext. 312 or via 
email at bel7@cornell.edu 

 
Here’s what we’ll need:   
1. What items you have for sale?  
2. How much per item?  
3. How to contact you; phone  
 and/or email 

• Aim High—the often used 15 lbs. 
DM/cu.ft. is a minimum density 
required for good fermentation, 
farms routinely achieve greater 
than 15 lbs./cu.ft. and everyone 
should be striving for more.  

•  Reduces losses.  
•  Pack more tons of DM into the 

same bunk space .  
• Cover your bunk. Plastic is good, 

two layer oxygen limiting plastic is 
better.  

• These two layer plastic covers are 
more expensive, but many reports 
have the return on investment at 6-
8:1 crediting the amount of forage 
that is saved. Farms using this 
plastic rarely have to throw away 
any silage from the top of the bunk 
when rolling back plastic.  

• Consider Inoculants  
•  Inoculant will not make a bad 

forage good but it will help a good 
forage be better.  

•  Be safe this and every harvest 
season!  

If you Harvest it, Make Sure  
it Reaches the Cow’s Mouth 

Joe Lawrence, Cornell Cooperative Extension Lewis County  



Hay & Pasture Crop 
Insurance for New York  
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Now is the Time to Apply Alfalfa  
Snout Beetle-Busting Nematodes 

 

Enrollment deadline for Pasture & 
Hay Crop insurance has been 
EXTENDED to November 15, 2012.  
 
The Pasture, Rangeland, Forage 
(PRF) Rainfall Index program 
provides approximately $89 to $287 
of protection per acre for hay/hay 
crop silage and approximately $12 to 
$60 of protection per acre for 
pasture. 
 
Historical precipitation data is used 
to determine ―normal rainfall. 
Available in all New York counties for 
2013.  
 

• This insurance covers a single 
peril – lack of precipitation.  

 
• No historical production records 

are required.  
 
• Producers choose acreage and 

months to cover.  
 
• If an indemnity payment is owed, 

payment is mailed automatically. 
  
• The program is also available to 

producers of apiculture.  
 
 

*PRF insurance can only be 
purchased f rom cert i f ied 
Crop Insurance Agents. To 
find a crop insurance agent, 
producers can visit the USDA 
RMA website for a list of 
r e g i s t e r e d  a g e n t s  a t 
www.rma.usda.gov/ or call 
t h e  N e w  Y o r k  S t a t e 
Department of Agriculture 
and Markets for a list of 
agents working in New York 
State at 800-554-5401. 

 

For farmers who grow alfalfa to 
feed their dairy cows and other 
livestock and to sell as a cash 
crop, now is the time to apply the 
native nematodes that Northern 
N e w  Y o r k  A g r i c u l t u r a l 
Development Program (NNYADP)

–funded research has shown to 
help control the highly-destructive 
alfalfa snout beetle ASB).  
 
Some farmers in the region have 
followed the inexpensive farmer-
friendly nematode-rearing protocol 
developed by Cornell University 
entomologist Elson Shields and his 
Shields lab research team. The 
treatment employs two types of 
N o r t h e r n  N e w  Y o r k - n a t i v e 
nematodes that work in the 
shallower and deeper soil levels. 
The step-by-step manual is online 
at www.nnyagdev.org . 
 
The Cornell researchers believe 
that an initial treatment to 
establish a population of the 
nematodes should lead to long-
term control of ASB. Many growers 
who are rearing and applying the 
nematodes are treating multiple 
and entire fields for widespread 
response. 
 
The cost  of  the nematode 
a p p l i c a t i o n  p e r  a c r e  i s 
approximately 25 percent of the 
cost of losing of losing an alfalfa 
stand to Alfalfa Snout Beetle. A new 
economic study requested by 
S h ie ld s  an d  c ond uc te d  b y 
agronomis t  Evere t t  Thomas 
estimates ASB crop damage can 
result in the loss of as much as 
$175 to $230 per acre for the 
destruction of a second-year stand 
of the valuable feed and cash crop. 
 
More than 500,000 acres of New 
York agricultural land is known to 
be infested with insect pest that 
can destroy entire fields in one 

year. Two decades of research, 
funded by the NNYADP,  has 
developed the nematode bio-control 
solution and is continuing to advance 
the breeding of ASB-resistant alfalfa 
varieties. Donald R. Viands and Julie 
L. Hanson at Cornell lead the plant 
b r e e d i n g  r e s e a r c h  w o r k  i n 
cooperat ion with Shields’  lab 
personnel. 
 
ASB is known to exist in Clinton, 
Essex, Franklin, Jefferson, Lewis and 
St. Lawrence Counties in Northern 
New York; in Oswego, Cayuga and 
Wayne Counties along Lake Ontario; 
and in southeastern Ontario,Canada. 

 
The New York Farm Viability Institute 
and Cornell University Agricultural 
Experiment Station have also 
provided funding in support of 
development of ASB control. Learn 
more online at www.nnyagdev.org. 

Kara Lynn Dunn, NNYADP Publicist  
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matters when the milk line is about one
-quarter of the way down the kernel. 
 

Tip #3: Heat drying is the only accurate 
way to determine the dry matter of 
whole plant corn forage.  Sampling the 
crop and directly measuring the % dry 
matter of whole plants combined with 
average whole plant dry-down rates 
can be used to roughly predict the 
proper time to harvest corn silage. 
 
Tip #4: Aim for 32 to 34 percent DM for 
most harvest and storage situations. 
How to Sample Fields:  32 to 35% corn 
silage = more milk per ton and per 
acre. 
 
 

 
How to Sample Fields: 

• Collect 5 representative stalks 
from each field, avoiding outside 
rows and non-representative areas 

• Carefully chop stalks into a bag or 
container and take a one-quart 
sample. 

• Dry using Koster Tester. Then 
subtract 2% points: If the reading is 
32% DM, actual field 

• DM is closer to 30%. Why? The 
Koster Tester is unable to get every 
last bit of moisture out of the 
sample. 

 
Predicting the Harvest Date: 
Once whole-plant % dry matter is 
determined, an average dry down rate 
of 0.5% unit per day can be used to 
estimate the number of days until the 
o p t i m a l  h a r v e s t 
moisture. 
 
In general, corn silage 
that is slightly too dry 
is worse than corn 
silage that is slightly 
too wet. Therefore, 
starting harvest a little 
early is usually better 
than waiting too long. 

 

Chopping corn at the 
right maturity…a key to 
success: 

• Unprocessed corn 

at 32-35% DM will make more 
milk than processed corn at 
25% DM. 

 
• 32-35% DM corn chopped at 

6” will make more milk than 
corn chopped at 25% DM corn 
chopped at any height. 

 
• A run-of-the-mill corn hybrid 

chopped at 30-35% will make 
more milk than most high 
digestibility hybrids chopped at 
25% DM. 

 
• Immature corn silage leaves 

yield potential in the field, 
produces more silage effluent, 
less milk per ton and per acre. 
It also makes a real mess when 
processed or bagged. 

 
Technical information sourced 
from:  
 
 Oakpoint Agronomics 

Everett D. Thomas 
 

The Ohio State University 
Mark Sulc 
Peter Thomison 
Bill Weiss 
 

Cornell University 
Larry Chase 

                     

Corn Silage Harvest is Imminent 
Ron Kuck,  Ag Educator, CCE Jefferson County 

Edited by Rick LeVitre, Executive Director / Ag Educator, CCE Franklin County 
One of the most common mistakes 
farmers make each fall is harvesting 
corn for silage before it’s at the 
ideal stage for yield and quality. 
 

Ensiling corn at the proper dry 
matter content provides high quality 
preservation resulting in good 
animal performance and lower feed 
costs. 
 
Harvesting corn too wet (low dry 
matter content) results in souring 
and seepage of the silage and 
reduction in animal intake. 
Harvesting too dry (high dry matter 
c o n t e n t )  p r o m o t e s  m o l d 
development because the silage 
cannot be adequately packed to 
exclude oxygen. Harvesting too dry 
also results in lower energy 
concentrations and reduced protein 
digestibility. 
 

Corn development has been 
progressing at a rapid pace with the 
recent warm temperatures. So it is 
time to check the whole plant 
moisture content now. Drought can 
also affect the whole plant moisture 
content. When drought slows plant 
growth and delays maturity, the 
moisture content will be higher than 
suggested by the appearance of the 
crop. When a drought occurs at the 
end of the season, moisture levels 
may be lower than normal. 
Consequently, measuring the 
moisture content of drought-
stressed corn before ensiling is 
recommended. 
 
Tip #1: Don’t rely on stage of kernel 
dent to make final decisions on 
harvest. It’s a sign that 
harvest time is getting close, but it’s 
impossible to determine whole plant 
dry matter based on kernel dent. 
Dented doesn’t mean done. 
 
Tip #2: Use milk line as a general 
guide or as an “early warning 
system,” but it should not be the 
final determinant. Under most 
conditions start checking dry 
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Custom operators report 70 to 80 
percent success rate when called 
early. How soon? As soon as 
possible within 12 hours is nice 
but before 24 hours.  
 
Primary causes of downed cows 
are illnesses such as milk fever 

or toxic mastitis. Pelvic or spinal 
injuries. Cows that have laid to long 
before getting treatment and their 
legs have weakened to a point they 
just can’t get up. Using hip clamps 
or harnesses could cause further 
injury. 
When a farmer has a downed cow I 
bring the tank and 700 gallons of 
95 degree water o the farm. The 
tank is portable and can easily be 
around on hard surfaces as in the 
barns. If the farmer does not have 
time or suitable place in the winter 
I can bring them to my place where 
I have a barn and a sand pack. The 
tank has removable doors at both 
ends. The cow is rolled on a rubber 
mat then winched in the tank. Then 
moved to a place where she has 
good footing to walk on. And filled 
with water and left standing for 8-
14 hours. Some cows need more 
than 1 treatment. When a cow is 
standing in a tank of water she is 
only supporting about 15%  to 20% 
of her weight. The cost depends on 
how many miles and times she 
needs treatment ranges from 150 
to 300 dollars.  
If you have any questions feel free 
to call  518 483-7280 after 7pm. 
For service  call anytime. 

The Most Humane 
Way to Treat a 
Downed Cow 

Daniel Yoder, Yoders Cow Floating 
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A Word From Amanda Gokey  
Franklin County Dairy Princess  

My court and I have 
had a very busy week 
at the Franklin County 
Fair! Together, we 
have attended the 
many cow shows and 
handed out ribbons to 
the participants. We 

also, went through the dairy barn every 
day to hand out cheese, milk and ice 
cream to our hard-working dairy farmers. 
These snacks were donated by Agri-
Mark, St. Alban’s Coop, and Dairylea. 
Also, throughout the week we had 3 ice 
cream sundaes. With the help of my 
court, we served ice cream to many 
people at the fair. This ice cream was 
donated by Stewarts, Schwan’s, and the 
McElwain family. 
 

At the fair, we had many people come by 
our booth. We had a John Deere lawn 
ornament donated by Cindy Clark up for 
raffle. Congratulations to the Godbout 
family for winning. Along with that, we 
had a word search in the cow show 
judging book and all completed entries 
were put into a drawing. The winner was 
Harry Fefee, who brought home a brand 
new t-shirt from our booth. 
 

Even though, summer is almost done 
don’t forget to get 3 serving of diary 
every day. Drinking one glass of milk 
provides your body with the 9 essential 
vitamins and nutrients you need to have 
a strong and healthy body. We would like 
to thank everyone that helped during the 

fair and most importantly, our dairy 
farmers. The Franklin County Dairy 
Princess program is made possible 
through the support of American 
Dairy Association and Dairy Council, 
the local planning and management 
organization funded by dairy farmer 
check off dollars. 
 

With these last few weeks of summer 
coming to a close try this dessert to 
keep cool. 
 

Strawberry Frozen Yogurt Squares 
Ingredients: 

1 cup  
crunchy wheat and barley cereal 
 

3 cups   
fat-free strawberry yogurt 
 

1 (10-ounce) bag  
frozen unsweetened strawberries 
(about 2 1/2 cups) 
 

1 cup  
fat-free sweetened condensed milk 
 

1 cup  
light or fat-free whipped topping 
(optional) 

 

Line an 8x8-inch baking pan with foil. 
Sprinkle cereal evenly on the bottom 
of the pan; set aside. 
 

Place yogurt, strawberries and 
condensed milk in a blender; cover 
and blend until smooth. Pour the 
mixture over top of cereal, gently 
smoothing yogurt mixture to edges of 
pan. Cover with foil (or plastic wrap) 

and freeze for 8 
hours or until firm. 
Use edges of foil to 
loosen and remove 
from pan; let recipe 
thaw for 5 to 10 
minutes. Cut into 
squares, top with 
whipped topping, if 
desired, and serve. 
 

S t o r a g e  t i p : 
Squares may be 
i n d i v i d u a l l y 
w r a p p e d  a n d 
frozen for single 
servings. 
 

 

Recent analysis of weather over the 
past 30 years by the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration 
showed that average annual 
temperatures have increased in every 
state in the continental United States, 
and climate models predict the trend 
will continue.  
 

Farming contributes nearly $5 billion 
annually to the state’s economy and 
occupies about 23 percent of the 
state’s land. Many of New York’s 
iconic and economically important 
farm products—including dairy 
products, apples, and maple syrup—
w i l l  re qu i re  so me  s t r a teg i c 
adaptations to maintain current levels 
of production.  
 

Average temperatures—expected to 
increase 4 to 9°F well before the end 
of the century—will drive many of 
these changes. While uncomfortable 
for humans, these temperatures are 
downright detrimental to milk yields.  
 

“Cows produce maximum milk 
between 30 and 75°F,” says Larry 
Chase, professor of animal science, 
“With heat stress, cows spend more 
time standing and walking and less 
time resting. A decrease of one hour 
of resting time is associated with a 2-3 
pound decrease in milk-production per 
cow. Ultimately, climate change is 
predicted to cause a 5-15 percent 
decline in milk production.” 
 

The solution: retrofitting barns with 
ventilation fans and sprinkler systems 
to keep cows calm, cool, and 
collected. 
 

A New Climate  
for Farming 

Source: CALS News-The magazine or the 
College of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences at Cornell University. 
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Taking A Look Back  
THE FRANKLIN COUNTY  

FARM BUREAU NEWS 
A Monthly Review of Progress in Agriculture and Rural Life  

 
   Vol II                    Malone, NY, November  1916             No. 8 
                           

 

  In view of the important part 
that a thrifty and prosperous 
farming section must necessarily 
perform in a region like Franklin 
County, where even the largest 
towns are largely the outgrowth 

of successful rural people, it is 
hoped that every person who is 
interested in the welfare and 
development of this great 
agricultural region will take a keen 
interest in Exposition week. 
 
Seeing is learning, and so we 
little realize nor   fully 
appreciate the greatness of our 
agricultural resources until we 
can see some of their products 
displayed. Second to our 
agricultural pursuits is the field 
of the factory industry. It is 
recognized that most of our 
industries are depending 
directly upon the resources of 
the soil for their existence. And 
it is essential that we have both 
these interests represented in 
order to properly show their 
relations and significance. 
 
This organ, therefore, appeals 
to every member of the Farm 
Bureau to assist in making this 
week a successful one. Not 
only make an effort to attend 
one day during the week but 
notify your neighbors and bring 
them with you.  
 
One favorable feature about 
this show coming in early 
December is that it permits a 
greater freedom after harvest, 
and winter has barely visited 
us. The roads are accessible and 
we therefore anticipate a large 
attendance. 
 

THE YIELD COMPONENT METHOD 
was developed by the Agricultural 
Engineering Department at the 
University of Illinois. The principle 
advantage to this method is that it 
can be used as early as the milk 
stage of kernel development, a stage 
many Ohio corn fields have probably 
achieved. The yield component 
method involves use of a numerical 
constant for kernel weight which is 
figured into an equation in order to 
calculate grain yield. This numerical 
constant is sometimes referred to as 
a "fudge factor" since it is based on a 
predetermined average kernel 
weight. Since weight per kernel will 
vary depending on hybrid and 
environment, the yield component 
method should be used only to 
estimate relative grain yields, i.e. 
"ballpark" grain yields.  
Each method will often produce yield 
estimates that are within 20 bu/ac of 
actual yield. Such estimates can be 
helpful for general planning 
purposes.  
When below normal rainfall occurs 
during grain fill (resulting in low 
kernel weights), the yield component 
method will OVERESTIMATE yields. In 
a year with good grain fill conditions 
(resulting in high kernel weights) the 
method will underestimate grain 
yields.  
 
Directions  
1. Count the number of harvestable 
ears in a length of row equivalent to 
1/1000th acre. For 30 inch rows, 
this would be 17 ft. 5 in.  
2. On every fifth ear, count the 
number of kernel rows per ear and 
determine the average.  
3. On each of these ears count the 
number of kernels per row and 
determine the average. (Do not count 
kernels on either the butt or tip of the 
ear that are less than half the size of 
normal size kernels.)  
4. Yield (bushels per acre) equals 
(ear #) x (avg. row #) x (avg. kernel #) 
divided by 90.  
 
______ (ear #) x ______ (avg. row #) x 

 (avg  kernel #) / 90 =  

Estimating Grain  
Yields in Corn 

Peter Thomison, Ohio C.O.R.N Newsletter  
2009-27 

http://corn.osu.edu/index.php?setissueID=307#G  

During the latter part of 
September the members of the 
Franklin County Potato 
Association met and agreed 
upon the price of $1.50 per 
bushel as a reasonable figure at 
which to dispose of their 
certified seed potatoes; this 
price was to hold only for 
orders taken before November 
first. The certified seed 
amounted to about six car 
loads, all of which were 
purchased by the Farmers’ Co-
operative Association, Mercer 
County, NJ. At the present time 
the third car has been shipped 
and the others will follow very 
shortly. 
 
The persons who have thus far 
furnished seed for these 
shipments are L.H. Davis, Fay 
Sweet and Floyd Tarbell, of 
Bangor, Antoine Stone and 
Edmond Stone of Whippleville, 
L.L. Foote, of Malone, and  
Ava Hoose of Duane. 
 
The local association sent a 
barrel of its certified seed to the 
National Potato Show which 
convened at Washington on 
November 13 to 14. Mr. W. J. 
Wheeler represented the 
Association at Washington and 
attended the sessions. 
 
Messrs.W.J. Wheeler, Roy 
Hastings, Frank Schryer, 
Edmond Stone, L.L. Foote and 
Antoine Stone all furnished 
stock for the National Potato 
Exhibit at Washington. 
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2013 NAP Application Coverage 
NAP was designed to reduce financial 
losses that occur when natural 
disasters cause a catastrophic loss of 
production or prevented planting of an 
eligible crop by providing coverage 
equivalent to catastrophic (CAT) 
insurance.   NAP coverage for 2013 
costs $250 per crop, but not more than 
$750 per producer per county, or not 
more than $1875 total per producer for 
all counties.   The application must be 
completed and fee paid by the 
application closing date for coverage.  
Fees are waived for producers meeting 
the Limited Resource financial criteria.   
 

Listed below are the deadlines to 
purchase coverage for the 2013 crop 
year: 

• Producers who already have 
coverage on 2012 NAP crops may 
choose to continue coverage on the 
same crop or crops for 2013, if the 
applicable service fee is submitted by 
the application closing date.   

• A new CCC-471, application for 
coverage is not required to be signed 
when applying for continuous 
coverage of the same crop or crops.  

• NAP coverage will not begin until the 
later of 30 days after an application 
for coverage is filed and the service 
fee is paid, or the crop is planted. 

 

Low Interest Marketing Assistance 
Loans Available  
Market Assistance Loans (MAL’s) 
provide short-term operating money 
using the eligible crop as collateral. 
Eligible crops include, corn (dry shelled & 
high moisture), oats, barley, soybeans, 
wheat, wool and honey. To be eligible, a 
producer must maintain continual 
beneficial interest in the crop from 
harvest through the earlier of the date 
the loan is repaid or the Commodity 
Credit Corporation (CCC) takes title to 
the commodity.  Beneficial interest 
means retaining the ability to make 

NEWS 

Commonwealth of the Northern 
Mariana Islands) or a legal resident 
alien  

• Be 10 years to 20 years of age 
• Comply with FSA’s general eligibility 
requirements  

• Reside in a rural area, city or town 
with a population of 50,000 or fewer 
people  

• Be unable to get a loan from other 
sources  

• Conduct a modest income-producing 
project in a supervised program of 
work as outlined above  

• Demonstrate capability of planning, 
managing and operating the project 
under guidance an assistance from a 
project advisor.  The project 
supervisor must recommend the 
project and the loan, along with 
providing adequate supervision.  
 

To find out more about FSA loan 
programs in Franklin and St. Lawrence 
Counties, contact the Canton Credit 
Team at 315-386-2401, extension 2.  

decisions about the commodity; 
responsibility for loss or damage to the 
commodity; and title to the commodity.  
Once beneficial interest in a commodity is 
lost, the commodity is ineligible for loan — 
even if the producer regains beneficial 
interest. 
In addition to beneficial interest, 
commodity loan eligibility also requires 
compliance with conservation and wetland 
protection requirements; acreage 
reporting and ensuring that the commodity 
meets Commodity Credit Corporation 
minimum grade and quality standards.  
For commodities to be eligible they must 
have been produced by an eligible 
producer, be in existence and in a storable 
condition and be merchantable for food, 
feed or other uses as determined by CCC. 
The quality of the commodity in farm 
storage must be maintained throughout 
the term of the loan. Producers do not 
have to participate in the Direct and 
Counter-Cyclical Program to be eligible for 
commodity loans. The interest rate for 
loans approved in August 2012 is 1.25%.  
 

For more information on these and other 
FSA program, contact the Franklin County 
FSA office located at 151 Finney 
Boulevard, Malone, by phone: 518-483-
2850, extension 2 or visit us on-line at 
www.fsa.usda.gov 
 

Youth Loans 
FSA makes loans to rural youths to 
establish and operate income-producing 
projects in connection with 4-H clubs, FFA 
and other agricultural groups. Projects 
must be planned and operated with the 
help of the organization advisor, produce 
sufficient income to repay the loan and 
provide the youth with practical business 
and educational experience. The 
maximum loan amount is $5000. 
 

Youth Loan Eligibility Requirements: 
• Be a citizen of the United States (which 
includes Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, 
Guam, American Samoa, the 

USDA Farm Service Agency News 
Jennifer Tierney Bosley, FSA County Executive Director  

USDA is an equal opportunity provider, employer and lender. 

Deadline Crops 

September 1, 
2012 

Aquaculture, 
Christmas trees, 
floriculture, garlic 

September 30, 
2012 

hay crops, fall & 
spring seeded small 
grains 

November 20, 
2012 

fruit and nut trees, 
berries 

December 1, 
2012 honey & maple sap 

February 1, 
2013 

greens, herbs, 
lettuce, beets, 
onions, turnips 

March 15, 2013 

forage sorghum, 
pumpkins, broccoli, 
cauliflower and other 
vegetables 
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From Low Water Levels 
As a follow up to last month’s 
“Pasture Management Tips” 
regarding potential pump damage 
by low water levels and fouling of 
certain full flow float valves, here is 
some additional information and 
suggestions. 
 
To protect water pumps driven by 

electric motors, sophisticated 
electronic devices are now available 
to prevent damage to the pump and 
motor in the event of dry run 
conditions (i.e., air infiltration) in 
addition to other problems like over 
current caused by a “locked rotor”, 
flow restrictions (i.e., dead head), 
over & under voltage, and rapid 
cycling.  It is inserted into the electric 
cable feeding power to the 
pump.  When any of those problems 
are encountered, the device 
automatically shuts down the pump 
until the operator manually resets 
it.  Some of these devices provide 
information to help diagnose the 
causes which lead to shut 
down.  Such devices cost about 
$200 plus installation.  Examples 
include PumpSaver  (Goulds/
SymCom), PumpTec/PumpTec Plus 
(Franklin Electric), & Pump Protector 
(Coyote Mfg). 
 
If particulates and other debris in the 
water source constantly cause the 
‘diaphragm’ style full float valve on 
your water trough to become 
inoperative, consider switching over 
to a ‘plug’ style valve.  These other 
valves are much less prone to failure 
under such conditions.  In addition, 
they normally have fewer parts, are 
easier to service if a problem is 
encountered, and are available in the 
same pipe sizes, if not larger.  Some 
manufacturers of these valves utilize 
rigid connecting rods between the 
body of the valve and the float, 
making them susceptible to potential 
damage by livestock if they have 
direct access to them.  Others 

intended specifically for agricultural 
applications rely on a flexible cord and 
livestock resistant float. 
 
Written by Rob DeClue, Chenango 
County SWCD and NYSGLCI Specialist 
 
Reprinted from the GLCI Grazette, 
available on the web at: http://
www.ny.nrcs.usda.gov/technical/
pasture_grazing/grazette/index.html 
 

Drought and Nitrate Toxicity 
Nitrate toxicity may be a problem in 
drought stressed corn and pastures. 
Drought slows or prevents nitrate from 
being converted to amino acids and 
proteins in the plant. In droughts, 
buildup of high levels of nitrate occurs 
and the nitrate levels can be 
maintained in the plant indefinitely. 
Nitrate toxicity is much more likely in 
grasses, as they are more likely to 
receive N fertilization. Nitrate toxicity is 
more likely in drought-stressed corn or 
sorghums that are grazed or harvested 
as forage. Weeds are much more likely 
to be higher in nitrates than crop 
species, so weedy fields are of more 
concern. With moderate to high levels 
of N fertilization, nitrate levels peak in 
grass forage about two to three weeks 
following N application. Under normal 
weather conditions, nitrate levels 
decline rapidly after peaking, but plant 
stress conditions may prevent this 
decline.  
 

Animal symptoms  
Excess nitrate in the animal is 
absorbed into the bloodstream. Rapid 
or noisy breathing, salivation, muscle 
tremors, weakness, diarrhea, and 
frequent urination are all symptoms of 
nitrate toxicity. Severe nitrate poisoning 
may cause death within a few hours 
after symptoms appear. Pregnant 
animals are much more susceptible to 
nitrate poisoning than non-pregnant 
animals. While I have not heard of any 
animals deaths in NY, however in 
Wisconsin 36 cattle were reported 
k i l l e d  b y  n i t r a t e  p o i s o n i n g , 

http://taek.me/CatleDeaths. 
 
Testing. Contact your feed dealer or 
g o  t o  D a i r y  O n e , 
http://www.dairyone.com/Forage/se
rvices/Forage/forage.htm, 1-800-
496-3344. 
 

If High Nitrate is Suspected 
• Delay harvest until drought has 

been over for a week or two.  
• Raise the cutter bar for harvest. 

Lower stem typically has the 
highest nitrate concentrations.  

• If possible harvest for silage 
instead of hay or green chop.  

• Have suspected forage tested to 
determine whether it is necessary 
to dilute the forage or completely 
avoid feeding it.  

• Dilute high nitrate forages with a 
low nitrate feed source.  

• Feed a balanced ration, cattle 
should have access to nitrate-free 
water at all times.  

• Adapt cattle slowly to forage with 
elevated levels of nitrate. Feed 
forage several times a day if 
possible, rather than one feeding.  

• Avoid feeding green chop, 
particularly green chop that has 
heated or kept overnight. 

• Nitrites are formed with heating 
and are much more toxic than 
nitrates.  

• Do not overstock pastures with 
high nitrate forages. Heavy 
grazing results in consumption of 
lower canopy and thus higher 
nitrate fractions.  

• Feed cows before turning them 
out into a suspected high nitrate 
pasture. Cattle will adapt to higher 
levels of nitrate over time, if 
concentrations do not exceed 
0.9% (9000 ppm) nitrate.  

• Observe cattle frequently if the 
pasture they are in is suspected 
to be high in nitrates.  

(Continued on page 11) 
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 BEEF CATTLE COMMENTS—cont’d 

 

 

 

 

• Remove animals from their forage 
source if symptoms occur, and 
call a veterinarian.  

For a complete copy of this Fact 
S h e e t  g o  t o 
http://nmsp.cals.cornell.edu/guideli
nes/factsheets.html, and click on 
Fact Sheet #70. 
 

TIPS FOR DEALING WITH LIMITED 
PASTURE AND FORAGE 

• Avoid overgrazing and employ 
rotational grazing. 

• Creep-feed calves to create near-
normal weaning weights. 

• Early-wean calves to take 
pressure off of both cows and 
pastures. 

• Identify and manage poisonous 
plants in pastures and hay fields. 

• Establish summer annuals to 
increase late-season forage 
production. 

• Pregnancy-check and market cull 
cows earlier than normal to 
reduce feed needs. 

• Inventory hay and other feed 
resources. 

• Analyze feeds for nutrient profiles 
to help determine supplemental 
feed needs. 

• Use al ternat ive feeds to 
supplement and stretch forage 
supplies. 

• Limit hay access time to stretch 
forage supplies. 

• Limit-feed a high-concentrate diet 
to stretch forage supplies. 

• Graze crop residues and 
stockpiled forages to reduce 
harvested feed needs. 

• Use drought-stressed corn for 
grazing, green chop or silage. 

• Make sure cattle have access to a 
clean, cool water supply. 

• Moisten the soil around ground 
rods of electric fences. 

 
Winter Rye to Supplement Forage 

Winter Rye can be used to 
supp le ment  fo rage  ne ed s , 
especially following a short hay 
crop. Brassicas are another 
possibility but unfortunately yields 
are not sufficient when planted 
after August 1. Below are some 

(Continued from page 10) highlights if you are considering winter 
rye as a forage source.  For local 
information contact the Cornell 
Cooperative Extension office in your 
county, http://cce.cornell .edu/
learnabout/pages/local_offices.aspx. 

 
• Site-should be well drained, 

preferably a silt loam 
• Establishment-preferably drilled in 

to a conventionally tilled field; no till 
can work, but establishment is 
riskier when hot and dry 

• Seeding rate: 60-110 lb/acre 
(conventional) 90-120 lb/acre (no 
till) 

• Seeding date: late August – early 
September 

• Growth will continue as long as 
temperature is above 39° F. 

• If not too wet, graze at 6 inches tall 
and remove at 3-4 inches 

•  Can be grazed again in spring, 
however must use rotational grazing 
to minimize soil damage 

 
For more information: 
http://nmsp.cals.cornell.edu/WinterSm
allGrains2012.pdf, 
http://ohioline.osu.edu/agfact/0026.h
tml, 
http://nmsp.cals.cornell.edu/guideline
s/factsheets.html, Fact Sheet #56  
 

CATTLE FEEDER’S CORNER 
Processing Corn Does Not  
Affect Cattle Performance 

With historically high grain and cattle 
prices, reducing ration costs while 
maintaining health and performance is 
important for attaining profitability. 
Previous research indicates the use of 
whole shell corn in receiving diets 
allows for cheaper processing costs 
and has the added benefit of slowing 
starch fermentation enough to limit 
incidence of grain-induced acidosis. 
 
Wet corn gluten feed (WCGF) is a 
byproduct that can aid in controlling 
bloat by providing energy in the form of 
fermentable fiber and protein. Our 
objective was to determine whether 
corn processing with or without WCGF 
had any effect on growth and 
performance. 
 

Two hundred seventy nine (279) 
crossbred calves weighing 506 lb 
were used in the study. Diets 
evaluated on a dry matter basis 
were: 

47% whole shelled corn (WSC) 
29% WSC and 30% wet corn 
gluten feed (WCGF) 
47% dry rolled corn (DRC) 
29% dry rolled corn with 30% 
WCG 

 
The addition of WGCF increased 
final weight and average daily gain (P 
= 0.03 and P = 0.04, respectively). 
Cattle performance was not different 
on WSC or DRC (P ≥ 0.34). 
 
The authors concluded that there 
was no benefit seen to processing 
corn, but including WCGF at 30% 
(DM) increased gains and overall 
performance. 
 
Source: A. V. Siverson,, et al., J. Anim. 
Sci. Vol. 90, Suppl. 3/J. Dairy Sci. Vol. 
95, Suppl. 2 
 

Exercise Does Not Affect 
Performance of Finishing Cattle 

Feedlot cattle normally are limited in 
the amount of physical activity in 
which they regularly participate. The 
objectives were to determine if cattle 
become conditioned to handling with 
routine exercise during the finishing 
period, and to determine if routine 
exercise affects behavioral and 
physiological changes, growth 
p e r f o r m a n c e ,  a n d  c a r c a s s 
characteristics. 
 
Four hundred nineteen (419) steers 
were stratified by weight and 
randomly assigned to one of 4 
treatments:  

exercised 3 times/wk for the entire 
finishing period (ALL) 
exercised 3 times/wk for the first 
10 wk (E) 
exercised 3 times/wk for the last 7 
wk (L) 
no exercise during the 116-d 
finishing period (CON).  

 

(Continued on page 12) 
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This is the driest summer of grazing 
that I can remember! So far we are 
doing OK at the Extension Farm with 
green pastures to move the animals 
to as we rotate around the farm. The 
volume of green edible plants is down 
but there is enough there…so far. 

 

The dry pastures can lead to some 
tough decisions.  If your pasture is 
gone, do you give up your rotation? 
Just give it all to them? Feed them 
next winter’s hay and close them off 
the pasture? Does the hot weather 
stress the animals and make them 
more susceptible to parasites or is it 
so dry there are not parasites out 
there? What about poisonous plants? 
Hungry animals will eat things they 
would not normally touch. 

 

In terms of the pasture, if there is 
really no feed out there, then pull the 
animals into a barnyard or small 
paddock and feed them until the 
pasture recovers. Otherwise try to 
maintain your rotation. Try not to eat 
the forage right down to the ground as 
this makes it dry out even more. The 
smaller the paddocks you can make, 
the more rest the paddocks will have 
between uses. Then again, there is a 
limit to how many you can stand to 
make in this extra hot weather, too. 
 

Make sure the sheep or goats have 
plenty of water. They will drink more 
when it is hot and the forages are 
dryer. You may also find that your 
fence isn’t grounding very well 
because the soil is so dry. Test your 
fence often. Some claim that watering 
the ground rods will help restore the 
grounding capacity. It is worth a try if 
you have enough water and the 
ground rods are near a water source. 
 

And yes, animals will eat some plants 
you don’t want them to eat if there is 
nothing else out there. Be sure to 
provide feed when the pasture is short. 

(Continued on page 13) 

Cattle were exercised by animal 
handlers for a minimum of 20 min 
at a trotting pace. Temperament 
scores (TS) and BW were obtained 
from all cattle on d 0, 72 and 116. 
Temperament scores were similar 
across treatments (P > 0.10), 
indicating no adaptation due to 
routine exercise or handling. 
Treatments were not different 

respect to ADG (P > 0.8), feed 
efficiency (P = 0.28), or carcass 
measurements HCW (P > 0.10). 
 
In summary, routine exercise had 
little impact on blood parameters, 
feedlot performance, or carcass 
traits of finishing steers. 
 
Source N. Miller, et al., J. Anim. Sci. 
Vol. 90, Suppl. 3/J. Dairy Sci. Vol. 95, 
Suppl. 2 
 
BQA UPDATE:  Cattle Handling Tips 
for Cow/Calf Producers 
  
A new video from the Beef Quality 
Assurance program titled "BQA Cattle 
Handl ing T ips for  Cow/Calf 
Producers" is now available at 
bqa.org as well as on YouTube. The 
video was created to demonstrate 
how to handle different types of 
cattle (bulls, cows, heifers, calves, 
and pairs) on cow/calf, stocker, and 
seedstock operations. Experts Dr. 
Ron Gill, Curt Pate, Dr. John Maas, 
and others take producers through 
different production settings and the 
changing cycle of a cattle operation 
to understand how the handler and 
the cattle react to these differing 
situations. 
 

TO DO SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 
• Consider marketing options for 

feeder cattle: 
• Special feeder calf sales, contact 

local sale barn for details 
• Retained Ownership, contact Mike 

Baker, 607-255-5923 
•  Line up supplies for fall roundup 

and weaning.  Consider the 
following: 

(Continued from page 11) 
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and Goat 

Newsletter 
Betsy Hodge, Livestock Educator,  

CCE St. Lawrence County Learning Farm 

• Enroll your herd in the Cow Herd 
Appraisal Performance System 
(CHAPS) record keeping system.  
This program provides important 
data on the productivity of your 
cows based on the performance of 
their calves.  Contact your local 
Cooperative Extension Agent, or call 
607-255-5923. 

•   Buy  ear  tags  to  ident i f y 
replacement heifers and cows. 

• If deemed necessary (consult your 
veterinarian to do a fecal egg count) 
worm cows and bulls. 

• Apply lice and grub control before 
November 5. 

• Vaccinate calf crop for IBR, BVD, PI3, 
BRSV, 7-way Clostridial. Also 
consider Histophilus somnus, and 
Mannheimia haemolytica (formerly 
Pasteurella haemolytica) and 
Pasteurella multocida. (leucotoxin).   
If using a modified live vaccine, this 
must be done after calves are 
weaned unless otherwise labeled.  
Killed vaccine products can be used 
on nursing calves. 

• Treat calves for worms and grubs 
and supplement with Selenium.  
Pregnancy test and cull all open 
cows. 

•  Cull problem cows and marginal 
producers.  Production data is easily 
obtained using CHAPS. 

• Take forage sample for nutrient 
analysis.  Depending on your 
locality, hay may be in short supply 
or of poor quality.  Allocating the 
best feed to younger, higher 
producing animals will stretch out 
your supply.  Contact local Cornell 
Cooperative Extension office for 
information. 

 
Consider taking soil samples and top 
dressing fields requiring l ime, 
phosphorous and/or potash. 
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often blind and also do weird things like 
head pressing (standing with their head 
pressed against the feeder or wall). 
 

Quick treatment with injectable thiamine 
will solve the problem in most cases. 
They will also require nursing since they 
can have trouble finding food or water 
and holding their head in the right 
position to drink and also have trouble 
swallowing. I carefully drenched the 
lamb we had with Gatorade about 4 
times a day to be sure he had enough to 
drink. He also got injections of thiamine 
4 times a day until he started to pick up 
and act more normal. You really have to 
watch them and be sure they don’t slip 
back.  They do things like stand at the 
feeder with hay in their mouth but don’t 
actually swallow any. 
 

Not sure whether the heat stress, a grain 
overload, lack of water, or a combination 
of things brought on the thiamine 
deficiency. At least in lambs it can be 
anything that causes their rumen to be 
off. One time when our water was off for 
about 6 hours, we had two or three 
cases in a pen of lambs on feed. 
 
Here is the explanation from the 
Maryland Sheep and Goat page 
(www.sheepandgoat.com) 
 
Polioencephalomalacia 
(PEM, CCN, polio, cerebrocortical 
necrosis) 
Polioencephalomalacia is a disease of 
the central nervous system, caused by a 
vitamin B1 (thiamine) deficiency. Since 
the rumen manufactures B vitamins, 
polio is not caused by insufficient 
thiamine, but rather the inability to utilize 
it. The most common symptom of polio is 
blindness and star-gazing. 
Polio most commonly occurs in lambs 
that are consuming high concentrate 
diets. Polio can also occur in sheep that 
consume plants that contain a thiamase 
inhibitor. Polio symptoms mimic other 
neurological disease conditions, but a 
differential diagnosis can be made 
based on the animals' response to 
injections of vitamin B1. 
 

Keep in mind that many of the B Vitamin 
injectables sold over the counter do not 

Wean your lambs or kids 
and feed them hay and 
grain while the lactating 

ewes and nannies dry up and might be 
able to do OK on maintenance on the 
pasture that is left. 
 

I have heard different theories on 
internal parasites this year.  I would 
say our lambs at the Extension Farm 
had less parasites or coccidia due to 
management and the dry weather. 
However, I have had others that have 
reported bad parasite infestations 
because sheep and lambs are grazing 
over the same place so much that 
there is a build-up of parasites.  Either 
way, it is something to keep a close 
watch on. 
 

We weaned our lambs July 28 because 
the rams were getting to that point 
where they might be ready to breed the 
ewes! We weaned many lambs in the 
80s and 90s. I am in the process of 
compiling the numbers and will report 
next month but I would guess they are 
bigger than last year’s lambs. I think 
there are two things that contributed to 
this.  It is dryer and the ewes nursing 
multiples were more successful at 
getting the dry matter they needed off 
the pasture to meet their nutrient 
needs. Last year the grass was mostly 
water! 
 

The dry weather also cut down on the 
transfer of coccidia and other parasites 
in our case. We also fed minerals with 
DeCox added to help prevent an 
outbreak of coccidia. I also think we 
had fewer multiples – at least more 
twins and less triplets than we have 
some years. 
 

I had several reports of polio or 
polioencephalomalacia which is really 
a thiamine deficiency. The symptoms 
are kind of odd.  Often the affected 
lamb or kid will throw its head back 
onto its back, or stand with its legs 
further apart than normal and then 
look up at the sky (star-gazing). The 
one we had was lying on his side 
paddling his feet while his head kept 
flopping back. Affected animals are 

(Continued from page 12) have enough thiamine 
in them to solve the 
problem. It would be 
best to talk to your vet 
if you suspect thiamine deficiency 
(200 mg/ml will usually work). The 
important thing is to start the 
treatment quickly if you suspect a 
problem because it can progress to 
the point where they can’t be saved.   
 

Marketing lambs can be a real 
challenge at the moment.  Prices are 
down at the terminal markets 
because many animals are being 
unloaded due to the drought. 
Processing plants are all booked up 
making direct sales a challenge, too.  
Watch the prices at New Holland at the 
C o r n e l l  S h e e p  P a g e 
(www.sheep.cornell.edu). I am hoping 
things pick up as we get into 
September and we can organize some 
group marketing. The Northern 
Adirondack Lamb Cooperative is 
getting organized, too. Ramadan ends 
about August 20th. After that prices 
should start to pick up.  If you can hang 
on to your lambs for another month or 
so you may be 
able to get a better price for them. 
 

If you have a good custom butcher that 
you use – does not have to be USDA – 
please share that with me at  
bmf9@cornell.edu or call and leave me 
a message at 315-379-9192. I have 
had lots of questions about who will cut 
up a lamb for freezer customers willing 
to take a half or whole lamb.  In this 
case, as long as all the lamb is going to 
one person (or two), you can technically 
sell them the lamb live and then have it 
processed by someone that is not 
USDA inspected. I am trying to put 
together a list of those processors in 
and around the North Country. 
 
 

In the meantime, do a rain dance, hang 
out the wash, forget your umbrella, 
wash the car or anything else you can 
think of to make it rain!  
 
 

Sheep and Goat Newsletter—Cont’d 
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Fall is Garlic Planting Time 
Richard Gast, Horticulture Educator, CCE Franklin County  

Garlic is delicious. And so 
versatile! You can use it chopped, 
sliced, sautéed, minced, and / or 
roasted whole. You can put it in 
sauces, soups, side dishes and 
main dishes. What’s more, it’s 
good for you. 
 
It’s also an easy crop to grow. But 
unlike most vegetables, for the 
best results, garlic is planted in 
the fall after the first frost, as are 
spring flowering bulbs, like tulips 

and daffodils. In the North Country, 
garlic is generally planted from mid-
September through mid-October, 
depending on location. As a general 
rule, if the ground is soft enough to 
dig, you can plant garlic. 
 
Timing is not critical, but it does 
matter. The idea is to give the planted 
cloves enough time to establish roots, 
but not to sprout, before going 
dormant for the winter. The newly 
established roots will help keep the 
cloves from heaving during the winter 
months. And selecting a location 
where the planting will receive full sun 
should ensure an abundant harvest in 
July of the following year. 
 
Don’t be too concerned if the cloves 
do start to sprout. The new shoots will 
freeze, but the cloves will emerge 

again and take right off in the spring. 
However, because the cloves will have 
used up some of their energy by 
sprouting in the fall, they may produce 
slightly smaller bulbs. 
 
Once the ground is frozen, it’s a good 
idea to apply a heavy layer of weed-free 
straw or seed-free grass clipping as 
mulch. You can also use chopped up 
leaves. This is to keep the cold in the 
ground, which will help to keep it from 
heaving should we encounter 
unexpected winter warm ups. Do not 
use hay as mulch. It’s full of seeds! 
 
Remove some of the mulch in the 
spring. Leave the rest in place to help 
keep weeds from establishing. 
Controlling weeds is essential. The 
mulch will also provide nutrients as it 
decomposes. Keep in mind that garlic 
does not have a very extensive root 
system, so a thin layer of mulch will 
also help preserve soil moisture during 
the growing season.  
 

Garlic prefers well drained, friable soils 
that are rich in organic matter, but does 
quite well in raised beds with properly 
amended soils. Cloves and / or bulbs 
may rot in heavy, wet soils. The garlic is 
the bulb. The seed is a clove. 
 
As a general rule, the largest cloves will 
grow the largest bulbs. It’s best to wait 
until just before planting to break the 
bulbs apart. This helps prevent the root 
nodules from drying out and allows the 
cloves to set roots more quickly. 
Without removing the delicate husks, 
plant individual cloves with their tips up 
and the flat (root) end down. Cloves 
planted upside down will result in 
misshapen bulbs. The garlic will be 
edible. It’ll just look funny. Plant cloves 
4 to 6 inches apart and 2 inches deep. 
For more efficient use of garden space, 
plant in double or triple-wide rows or in 
beds. 
 
Leaf development occurs during the 
shorter, cooler days of early spring. 
During that time, plants should receive 
about an inch of water per week. 
Higher temperatures and longer days 

Questions about  

Energy,  

Natural Resources  

& Horticulture 

Contact Rich  

at 518-483-7403 or via  

email rlg24@cornell.edu 

will initiate 
b u l b 

development. Once a bulb starts to 
form, the foliage will stop growing. 
Better-quality bulbs will form if you 
stop watering at that time; on or soon 
after June 1st. Bulbs in drier soil are 
also easier to dig when harvesting.  
 

 Garlic should be harvested when the 
tops dying back. You need to wait 
until several of the lower leaves have 
turned brown, but the topmost leaves 
should still be green. More often than 
not, this is in late July. Harvesting too 
soon may shorten the shelf life of the 
bulbs. But if you wait until all of the 
leaves turn brown, the bulbs may 
over-ripen, in which case the cloves 
may start to separate from one 
another in the ground. Again, storage 
life may be compromised. 
 

 It’s probably best to avoid planting 
garlic from bulbs purchased in 
supermarkets and grocery stores. 
Many of the varieties sold in those 
stores are not adapted to our growing 
conditions. And some are treated 
with a sprout inhibitor, which 
lengthens the storage life of the bulb. 
Purchase garlic for planting from a 
reputable seed catalog company; 
preferably one in the northeast. 
Better still, purchase locally grown 
garlic for planting from a nearby 
grower. You should only have to 
purchase garlic once. If you do 
everything correctly, you can use the 
largest cloves from the garlic that 
you’ve grown as seed for the 
following season. 
 

 

So c’mon! Now’s the time to get your 
soil prepped and ready. Even if you 
don’t have a green thumb, try 
growing some garlic. It’s easy! It’s 
fun! And it’s certainly worth a try!   
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Do you leave the television on when 
nobody’s watching it, or the computer 
on when nobody’s using it? Do you 
leave the heat turned up when 
nobody is in your home or your air 
conditioner on high when nobody is 
in the room? Is your the cell phone 
charger plugged in even when we’re 
not charging the battery. Are you still 
using incandescent lighting? Are the 
windows in your home old and 
drafty? Are your appliances 
(refrigerator, freezer, cook stove, 
washer and dryer) EnergyStar rated, 
or are they old and inefficient? Do 
you wash clothes in cold water and 
line-dry them whenever possible? Do 
you clean your oven regularly? Do 
you run your dishwasher only when 
it’s fully loaded? These are just a few 
examples of how, without realizing it, 
we waste a large percentage of the 
energy we’re paying for. And a lot of 
money, too! 
 
 Your local Cornell Cooperative 
Extension Association office can help 
you learn more about reducing your 
energy consumption and your energy 
bills. We can also assist you with 
receiving a free NYSERDA home 
energy assessment, which will 
provide you with valuable information 
about measures that you can take to 
make your home more energy 
efficient. You’ll also learn about 
available incentives (rebates, cost-
sharing, low-interest loans, and free 
appliance replacement for income 
eligible applicants) that you can 
receive to help you achieve your 
energy efficiency goals. Why wait? 
Contact CCE today. 

Stop Wasting Energy 

Richard Gast, Horticulture Educator 
CCE Franklin County  

The invitation went out in my newspaper 
column article in early August. The 
recently established Franklin County 
Master Gardeners were offering a free 
garden tour and composting workshop 
in Rainbow Lake. All were invited. More 
than a hundred people registered. 
 

The forecast for the day was for lots of 
sun, with high temperatures near 90 
degrees! But a little heat certainly wasn’t 
going to keep anyone away. And by the 
time the composting workshop got 
underway, shortly after 1:00, 93 people 
had arrived. They’d come to observe, to 
learn, to participate in the program, to ask 
questions, to share gardening stories, to 
meet the Master Gardener Volunteers and 
Cooperative Extension personnel from 
Franklin, Clinton and Essex Counties that 
were there to help out, to make new 
friends, and to have fun. 
 

And why not? After all, being invited into a 
noteworthy, private garden is more than an 
opportunity. A lot of time and hard work goes 
into preparing and maintaining large 
gardens, especially those that, like Master 
Gardener Volunteer Don Busch’s ‘funny 
farm’ garden, an unusual one-acre circular 
garden located within the shelter of a pine 
forest and comprised of all sorts of unusual 
flowers, ornamental grasses and garden 
vegetables, create a strikingly unique 
environment. In my mind, just being allowed 
in was a privilege. And many of those in 
attendance eagerly expressed their 
appreciation for Don having opened his 
garden to us for our viewing and ambling 
pleasure. 
 

But a leisurely stroll around the 
garden was not the only reason for 
attending. Almost everyone in the 
group was there to learn about 
composting food stuff, as well as 
leaves and other residential yard 
waste; and to learn firsthand about 
composting from people who have 
been doing it for years. And learn 
they did! Master Gardener instructor 
Linda Gorham, who co-hosted with 
Don, addressed carbon to nitrogen 
ratios, aeration, moisture, 
temperature, surface area, even 
making and using compost tea. 

 

And, under the guidance of both Linda 
and Don, those in attendance also 
learned about composting bins and how 
to build their own composting bins. They 
got to look at a small batch plastic 
compost bin, the kind that can be 
purchased at garden centers and 
hardware stores, as well as larger-scale 
compost bins that Don made himself and 
that can be easily constructed using 
common materials like chicken wire, wire 
mesh fence, used pallets, and / or new, 
used, or salvaged lumber. 
 

Composting is gaining popularity. And for 
good reason! Finished compost can be 
used to replenish nutrients and condition 
garden soil; improving fertility and 
reducing or even eliminating the need for 
chemical fertilizers.  
 

 In my mind, the take home message 
that day was this. Anyone can compost. 
All you need is a quantity of yard and food 
waste, some space, and maybe a little bit 
of enthusiasm.  

Franklin County Extension Master Gardener Volunteer, 
Linda Gorham, talks to the crowd about what should be used 
and what should be avoided when composting 

Franklin County Extension Master Gardener 
Volunteer and our host for this event, Don 
Busch, talks about how he uses different types of wire 
mesh fencing to build simple compost holding units 

93 Attend Extension Master Gardener  
Composting Workshop and Garden Tour 

Richard Gast, Extension Educator - Horticulture 



Cornell Cooperative Extension Offering Christmas  
Tree Farming Field Meeting and Workshop 
Richard Gast, Extension Educator – Horticulture, Natural Resources, Energy 
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and Christmas tree production requires less 
ground cover disturbance than that needed 
with many agricultural crops. What’s more, 
Christmas tree rotations are much shorter 
than timber rotations and Christmas trees 
can be grown economically on small 
acreage, whereas agricultural crops and 
timber production often require large 
acreage for economical management. 
 

Christmas tree sales may be seasonal, but 
Christmas tree production is not. Year-round 
management and maintenance are 
required. Christmas trees need to be 
planted, sheared and harvested. And there is 
always the risk that nursery trees will fail or 
that their growth, appearance and value will 
be profoundly impacted by drought, heavy 
rain, wind, hail, ice or other environmental 
stress, or by disease, weed and / or insect 
pressure or rodent damage. Road building 
and maintenance may be required, as well. 
 

Marketing can be a challenge, too. Markets 
and market trends change constantly. Prices 
fluctuate from year to year. Quarantines may 
be imposed restricting transport of trees out 
of state or into other counties in an effort to 
control or eradicate disease or insects, 
should they be discovered.  
 

While some Christmas tree growers are 
businessmen, others are hobbyists. And the 
two will often have very different goals and 
approaches. A businessman might elect to 
grow a single tree species, the one that will 
provide the greatest return. An enthusiastic 
hobbyist might select a favorite variety or 
several varieties of trees, even with the 
knowledge that the overall return on his or 
her investment will not be as great. 
 

For many private landowners, the decision to 
grow Christmas trees will often be just one 
part of an overall land use plan. That plan 
may be designed to protect, preserve and 
improve aesthetic beauty and wildlife habitat. 
It may encompass other recreational and 
entrepreneurial opportunities that the 
owners’ forest land provides. And it may 
include agricultural enterprises such as 
apple orchards, U-Pick berries, fresh 
vegetables, or forage crops. 
 

Christmas tree production is generally 
thought of as environmentally friendly, too. 
Christmas trees are 100% biodegradable. 

They are often recycled into mulch, to be 
used in gardening or to prevent soil 
erosion. And they are a renewable 
resource. In fact, according to University 
of Illinois Extension information, 93% of 
consumers recycle their real Christmas 
tree in either community recycling 
programs or their garden or backyard. 
And, once harvested, plantation trees are 
replaced with seedlings. 
 

One well known Franklin County ‘Choose 
and Cut’ tree farm is the Red Barn 
Christmas Tree Farm, owned and 
operated by Joyce and Richard King. The 
farm is located on the Brainardsville 
Road, approximately 9 miles east of 
Malone and 2 miles west of the hamlet of 
Brainardsville. When Mrs. King says that 
she and her husband have been 
Christmas tree farmers for what “seems 
like a lifetime,” it’s because it has been a 
lifetime. 
 

Today, Red Barn Christmas Tree Farm is 
primarily a choose and cut operation, but 
in the more than 50 years that they’ve 
been in business, the Kings have 
marketed trees and boughs to wholesale 
buyers in and around Poughkeepsie, 
Kingston and New York City, and retailed 
Christmas trees and wreaths at the 
Farmers Market in Syracuse. During that 
time, the King family has harvested, 
transplanted, cared for and sold about 
100,000 balsam fir Christmas trees.  
 

 Red Barn Christmas Tree Farm is 
perhaps the oldest Christmas tree farm in 
Franklin County. Located on County 
Route 24 (Brainardsville Road) 
approximately 9 miles east of Malone 
and 2 miles west of the hamlet of 
Brainardsville, Red Barn farm has several 
thousand trees growing in rotation on a 
total of about 20 – 25 acres of land.  
 

    Join us for what will certainly be both 
an informational and motivational 
workshop. To register or for more 
information and / or directions, please 
email me at rlg24@cornell.edu or call 
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Franklin 
County at 518-483-7403. And be sure to 
dress for the weather! Hope to see you 
there! 

Christmas tree growers and those 
considering getting started are invited 
to attend a pre-season Cornell 
Cooperative Extension workshop on 
Christmas tree farming. This is an 
opportunity to look at stands of 
production trees in different stages of 
development, to speak with 
experienced growers and to ask 
questions of both the growers and 
Cornell Integrated Pest Management 

(IPM) specialist Betsy Lamb. Among the 
topics we will be discussing are site 
selection, obtaining and caring for 
planting stock, cultural practices (shaping 
and shearing), insects and diseases, and 
marketing. The workshop is free and open 
to the public. We hope to be able to offer 
one NYSDEC pesticide applicator 
recertification credit to attendees needing 
recertification credits. 
 

Date:  Oct. 12, 2012 
Time:  10:00am  
Location:  Red Barn Christmas Tree Farm 
in Brainardsville 
 

According to the American Christmas Tree 
Association (ACTA), recent Nielson 
Research data indicates that 21.6 million 
real Christmas Trees will be sold in the 
United States this year with an average 
retail price of $46. In other words, 
American households will spend nearly 
$1 billion purchasing real Christmas trees 
for the 2012 Christmas season.  
 

Very few consumers know or even 
consider where their trees come from, 
and even fewer realize the challenges 
faced by Christmas tree producers. Large 
investments, long-term commitment and 
lots of work are required. There are the 
production costs, which include the price 
of seedlings and machinery such as 
tractors, mowers, tillers, sprayers and 
shearing tools. And there’s the cost of 
fertilizers and pesticides, and other 
miscellaneous items, such as gates, 
signs, and flagging.  
 

Christmas tree farming integrates 
elements of both agricultural production 
and forestry. However, Christmas trees 
can be produced on land that would be 
only marginally productive for agriculture, 
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The pastures are still green but very 
dry. The electronet requires 
hammering to get the posts into the 
ground. The cows are doing fine. 
The dry weather helps keep the 
insects to a minimum and the pour-
on working so they are not being 
harassed by flies. The new calves 
seem to be doing well and last 
year’s steers are filling out nicely.  It 
remains to be seen how we will fair 
for the rest of the summer but so far 
there has been enough grass. 
 
 

Our Beef Discussion Group will meet 
again Wednesday August 29th at 7 
pm in the farm classroom. All year 
we have been talking about 
organizing our marketing. We have 
a farmer, Joe Eisele, willing to work 
with beef farmers to group their 
calves at his barn, get them 
vaccinated and feed them for 45-60 
days and then market them in 
groups of the same color, type and 
size.  This process is known as 
pooled weaning. Please try to come 
to the meeting or let me know it you 
are interested. We are still working 
out the details on how to do the 
pooled weaning but hope to have 
some things decided by then. This 
project should be a good thing for 
those of you with only a few calves 
since they can be grouped better for 
marketing. 
 

 

We had a good crowd for the tour of 
Pineland Farms in Nicholville. 
Farmers from Franklin County joined 
us as well.  Clark Gale gave us a 

great tour around the facility, showing 
how they handled the cattle and fed 
them. The cattle we saw were healthy 
looking and very uniform in size and 
shape.  Pineland is currently sourcing 
cattle locally and also outside the area 
to fill their barns. They are looking for 
700-800 pound cattle to put on feed. 
There were 1900 head there during the 
tour but they are working up to 3300. 
The hoop barns look nice but are not 
great for ventilation and they are 
modifying several of them.  They are 
improving the ventilation and making a 
bedded pack area in the back of each 
pen.  The more standard looking 
freestall type barns work well although 
they don’t have actual freestalls in the 
back.  The manure is flushed out with 
water a couple times a day and there 
were very few flies. 
 

Mark Akins, who along with his son 
Ryan, markets beef cattle to Pineland, 
explained to the group how the 
inspection works.  He assured everyone 
that is isn’t a hard process and that 
normal management practices would 
be acceptable in most cases. 
 

I had the privilege of attending the 
national ag educators meeting in 
Char leston ,  SC th is  summer.  
Educational tours are a highlight of 
these meetings. My tour had a stop at 
a beef farm.  It was a cow-calf 
operation and there was surprisingly 
good pasture there. The farmer is also 
feeding cotton gin waste. It is laid out 
in rows throughout the pasture and the 
cows pick through it. The rows are 

Beef News 
Betsy Hodge, CCE St. Lawrence County Learning Farm 

turned every so often and the cows 
still pick through it. It does not look 
appetizing at all!  However, the 
farmer went from buying 300 
round bales for winter to buying 
none! Keep in mind that winter is a 
little shorter there but still, that is a 
big difference in cost. The cows 
looked very good despite the heat 
that was making the rest of us wilt. 
 
 

We also stopped at an organic 
vegetable farm. The highlight there 
was the pile of watermelons that 
farmer was discarding…we all picked 
them up, opened them and started 
eating them. The last farm was an 
organic grain farm that also had cows. 
The organic grains were definitely the 
highlight however. This farmer had 
stumbled upon a real niche market for 
organic heritage grains and grew 
them and cleaned them and shipped 
them all over. He also had to keep 
extensive records and carefully keep 
all the bags and bins of seed 
separate. 
 

We ate lots of good pork barbecue, 
ham and beans and heard a lot about 
the civil war. We saw soybeans, 
cotton and peanuts growing by the 
sides of the road when driving 
between farms, not something you 
see often in the North Country. 
However, the challenges the farmers 
talked about were very similar, 
marketing, finding capitol, being able 
to make a decent living doing 
something they loved and learning 
new things as they went along. 
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Questions About 
Ag Economic  
Development? 

 
Contact Bernadette  

518-483-7403  
or by email  at   

bel7@cornell.edu. 

Putting Up the Harvest 
Laurie Davis, Adirondack Harvest Coordinator, CCE Essex County 

canned safely, can develop deadly 
toxins so be sure to learn the ropes 
before you try this.  Personally, I like to 
can tomatoes and dilly beans.  
Because there is a growing interest in 
food preservation Cornell Cooperative 
Extension offices are responding with 
classes to teach the necessary skills.  
In September and October, CCE in 
Essex County is offering courses in 
“Salsa, Tomato Sauce and 
Dehydration”, “Pressure Canning 
Vegetables”, and “Apple Jelly and Pie 
Filling”.  Contact 962-4810 x401 to 
register. 
 
Thankfully, not everything requires 
canning.  Freezing is an excellent 
option for many vegetables.  So far this 
year I’ve frozen asparagus, green 
beans, broccoli and basil.  The trick for 
freezing many vegetables is a brief dip 
in boiling water before packing them for 
freezing.  This blanching process serves 
multiple purposes, including stopping 
enzyme actions within the vegetables.  
Enzymes can destroy the color and 
flavor of your vegetables in just a few 
weeks in the freezer – so be sure to 
follow blanching instructions precisely.  
The boiling water also helps remove 
dirt and kill bacteria.  Then make sure 
to remove as much air as possible from 
your bags as excessive air allows for 
freezer burn.  I use several excellent 
guides in my kitchen but my favorite is 
“Putting Food By” by Greene, Hertzberg 
and Vaughan. 
 
For the basil, I simply puree the fresh 
leaves with a generous drizzle of olive 
oil in my food processor then pack it 
into zippered plastic bags for freezing.  
We love pesto in January, but I never 
have all the ingredients ready when the 
basil’s perfect for picking.  Fortunately, 
freezing the basil in olive oil will 
preserve it just fine. After thawing you 
can process the rest of the ingredients 
into the puree to make the pesto. 
 
Root cellaring is another option for 
some crops and can often be done in a 
cool basement.  Carrots, potatoes, 
onions, shallots, garlic, winter squash 

For the past few years, our family 
has cultivated a very large home 
garden, the size being sort of a 
holdover from our commercial 
market garden years.  It’s absurdly 
large, really, but we tend to get 
carried away in the spirit of spring 
catalog browsing   everything looks 
so good and the old habits of 
growing in quantity to feed our 
community are hard to break.  It all 

starts out well enough, but in the 
frenzy of tending, weeding and just 
plain eating the fresh vegetables, we 
frequently run out of time and 
energy to put food by for the winter.  
So I’m here to remind you, if you’re 
trying to eat local foods it’s now time 
to be thinking about how to continue 
the trend through the fall and into 
the winter.  You’ll be able to get 
fresh local products for several more 
months but the search will get 
increasingly challenging.  You can 
purchase surplus food now to 
preserve for the sparse seasons 
ahead, but it will take a bit of 
planning. 
 
Putting food by is nearly a lost art 
and science, and canning, in 
particular, can be an intimidating 
prospect.  Certain foods, when not 

and pumpkins are all great storage 
crops but require slightly different 
conditions to stay fresh.  Talk with 
the farmers at your local farm stand 
or farmers market to see how they 
store these vegetables.  Their years 
of experience will help guide you to 
the optimal way to enjoy crisp, sweet 
carrots and firm, flavorful potatoes 
well into the early spring. 
 
Adirondack Harvest is a regional 
organization dedicated to connecting 
our local farmers with consumers 
and can help you in your quest for 
local foods.  Visit 
www.adirondackharvest.com for 
more information. 
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Registered Tax Return Preparer Exam Preparation Course 
 

This course is designed to prepare for the RTRP exam. It will review the 7 dominions of 
taxation which the IRS indicates are covered by the exam as well as providing hints and tips on 
exam taking. The classroom session will provide 8 hours of CE (Federal Tax Issues) and 
includes a 260 page manual written by Rain Hughes, CFP® EA for Fast Forward Academy.  
Participants will also be given access to an on-line training service with a bank of test 
questions and practice exams. Those who take advantage of this additional on-line training 
will receive a total of 10 hours of CE (Federal Tax Issues). 
 

 
Date: Tuesday, October 9, 2012 
 

Location: Double Tree Hotel Syracuse 
 6301 Route 298 
 East Syracuse, NY  13057 
 

 1-315-432-0200 
 

Time: Registration: 7:30 a.m. 
 Class: 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
 

Cost: Early Registration: $225.00 (if postmarked on or before September 24)  
 Regular Registration: $250.00 (if postmarked after September 24) 
 (Registration cost includes materials, hot lunch buffet and refreshments) 
 

A block of rooms has been reserved for those needing overnight accommodations.   
Please call the hotel directly at 315-432-0200  

or the Central Reservation Office at 1-800-222-TREE  
by Friday, September 21, 2012.   

Ask for the Cornell University Tax Schools rate. 
 
Instructors: Greg Bouchard, Senior Extension Associate, Cornell 
 Heidi Silsby, CFP, RTRP, Farm Credit East 
 Norman A. Provvidenza, CPA, Provvidenza & Wright CPA’s, LLC  
 
If you need more information or have special needs please contact the Registrar:   
 Faye Butts fsb1@cornell.edu  
 T. 607-255-1585 
 F. 607-255-1589 
 

And visit our website: http://agfinance.dyson.cornell.edu/tax-programs.html 
 

Agricultural Finance and Management at Cornell 
Cornell Program on Agricultural and Small Business Finance   

Charles H. Dyson School of Applied Economics and Management 
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-7801 

 
Cornell University is an equal opportunity, affirmative action educator and employer 
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Smart Marketing Includes Services & Relationships Not Just Products 
Brian M. Henehan, Dyson School of Applied Economics and Management, Cornell University 

In agriculture, we have a 
tendency in marketing to focus 
most of our attention on the 
hard products we produce and 
bring to market - fruits, 
vegetables, meat, grains, milk, 
or cheese.  Today’s markets 
demand more attention to the 
services and relationships 
associated with marketing the 
actual product itself.  The smart 

marketer is one who not only 
produces a high quality product, 
but also delivers needed services 
and builds effective relationships 
with customers.  
 
A useful way to examine these 
questions of services and 
relationships is to begin with the 
old journalistic outline of - who, 
what, where, when, why, and 
how.  We also need to 
understand the distinction 
between a customer and the 
consumer.  Our customers may 
actually be consumers if we are 
direct marketers.  But usually a 
relationship with some type of 
intermediary customer is 
required to get the farm product 
to the end-user, the consumer.  
Typical intermediary customers in 
the food system can include: 
wholesalers, retail supermarket 
buyers, food service buyers, 
brokers, or processors. 
 
Who are you doing business 
with?  If you are a direct 
marketer, know your consumer. 
Who are they in regards to: age, 
income, residence, family size, 
gender, ethnic group, etc.?  How 
is your consumer base changing?  
What services will enhance your 
relationship with your 
consumers?  If you are working 
with other types of customers, 
learn about their operations: 
sales, distribution, terms of 
trade, transaction protocols, etc.  
How do your customers 
understand the consumers that 

buy your products?  What 
information about consumers can 
they share with you, or you with 
them, to assist both of you in better 
serving them? 
 
What makes your product superior?  
What differentiates your product 
from the rest of the pack?  What 
will make your product more 
attractive to your customers or 
consumers?  What will your product 
bring to the assortment of products 
your customer markets?  What 
information can you provide along 
with your product (nutritional 
values, recipes, portion sizes, 
variety, etc.) to increase sales? 
 
Where will your product have to end 
up to effectively serve your 
customers or consumers?  How will 
your product hold up in transit?   
Will your product arrive in a 
package ready for store display or 
use in the kitchen?  Are there any 
ways to make life easier for those 
who buy your products in regards to 
scheduling or delivery?  Can you 
better coordinate shipping with 
other firms shipping similar 
products in your area? 
 
When does your product need to 
arrive? Time is of the essence for 
all of us.  How can you cut your 
customer’s time spent receiving or 
handling your product?  Are there 
ways to minimize the time your 
consumer (convenient parking, 
check-out) or customer (processing 
invoices or payment) does business 
with you?  Just-in-time delivery and 
automated inventory replenishment 
are becoming standard business 
practices in both the retail and food 
service industries. 
 
Why should your customer do 
business with you in regards to the 
services you offer and the value you 
bring to the business relationship?  
Why should you be considered a 
“preferred” supplier by your 

customer?  Why 
should your ability to 
attract consumers to 
your product add 
value to your customers 
business?   
 
How will you better understand 
what services and relationships 
will be needed to insure the 
effective marketing of your 
products?  In a rapidly changing 
marketplace, those services and  
effective relationships with 
customers.  Hopefully, answering 
some of these questions might 
shed some light on how to 
improve your marketing capacity.  
In the haste to produce the hard 
product itself, don’t forget the 
needed services and relationships 
that will keep your product on the 
shelf, on the plate, or in the 
hands of consumers.  
 
“Smart Marketing” is a marketing 
newsletter for extension 
publication in local newsletters 
and for placement in local media. 
It reviews elements critical to 
successful marketing in the food 
and agricultural industry.  Please 
cite or acknowledge when using 
this material.  Past articles are 
available at 
http://marketingpwt.aem.cornell.
edu/publications.html.  
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Opening Your Farm to Visitors:  Why Do It?  
And How to be Successful Part One  

Bernadette Logozar, Rural & Ag Economic Development Specialist  
 

to know who produced their 
food and how it is produced. 
Thus, they support local 
farmers and the conservation 
of natural resources.  

•  Children and adults are 
looking for the opportunity to 
engage in interactive 
educational and outdoor 
activities.  

•  Tourists and farm customers are 
interested in farm culture and 
heritage so they can better 
understand agriculture. This 
opens the door for farmers and 
ranchers to provide an 
agricultural experience.  

• The public is looking for 
interactive experiences close to 
home that will help them get 
back to their roots.   

 
Steps to Opening Your Farm Gate to 
Visitors 
The first place you want to start is 
with a good inventory of your 
resources.  Evaluate your farm 
resources, both natural and human 
resources—all of which will provide 
great options for alternative 
enterprises and agritourism.  This 
evaluation is good for several 
reasons.  First it will show the current 
enterprises’ resource use, benefits 
and limitations as well as potential 
benefits and limitations for new 
enterprises.  An evaluation of your 
resources will also help you avoid 
starting enterprises where resources 
are lacking or over utilized. As your 
inventory is completed the ‘multiple-
use or complementary resources and 
interactions among them will become 
apparent”.  You will find that the 
identification of a potential 
enterprise and agritourism 
opportunity for one resource will 
most likely be identified as a 
potential enterprise for another 
resource.  Therefore a good inventory 
will help you create a good business 

(Continued on page 22) 

and more.  We spent a lovely afternoon 
relaxing, visiting and listening to the 
birds in the trees. Even though it was a 
hot day, under shade the generous 
awnings we could catch a bit of a 
breeze coming through the trees. 
 
Granted my cousins are not doing this 
as a business venture.  But as I sat on 
their deck drinking cool water from a 
tall glass enjoying fresh B.C cherries I 
had to say it could definitely be an 
income generating opportunity if they 
wanted it to be one.   
 
More people are interested in learning 
about where their food comes from and 
how it is raised.  Additionally there is a 
trend towards ‘staycations’ and 
eductainment which makes the 
opportunity for agritourism venues 
more lucrative and attractive to farms 
that are set up to open their farm gates 
to visitors.   
 
So what do you need to consider before 
heading in this direction.  One really 
good resource has been developed by 
South Maryland Rural Development 
titled “Taking the First Step: Farm and 
Ranch Alternative Enterprise & 
Agritourism Resource Evaluation 
Guide”. Before I launch into what you 
need to do I wanted to address the 
question of why should you consider 
agritourism as an option or opportunity.  
Some great reasons are outlined in the 
opening of the “Taking the First Step” 
Resource Evaluation Guide:   
     
This transition into alternative 
enterprises and agritourism is 
happening at an opportune time. Urban 
and rural consumers alike are lining up, 
in several areas of the country, for 
food, fiber, and fun from the local 
farmer or rancher. Market research and 
experience show that:  

• Consumers today are looking for 
local, fresh, organically or naturally 
grown products and are, in most 
cases, willing to pay extra for them.  

•  More and more, consumers want 

Have you been wondering if there are 
other ways to bring incoming into 
your farm?  Maybe you have a 
wonderful story to tell or like to 
demonstrate to people about how 
you farm, or maybe how the farm 
that has been in your family for a 
number of generations has changed.  
The land that your grandfather 
walked upon, now is the same place 
where your children grew up and your 
grandchild are playing, this legacy of 
farming and agriculture is a 
tantalizing hook for any visitor who is 
interested in getting connected with 
their food and how it is raised or 
grown.   
 
On a recent trip home, I was 
reminded again how much family 
means and how our historical roots 
shape us.  While visiting my cousins 
who have taken over their family 
homestead and rebuilt, expanded 
and landscaped tremendously, as we 
pulled into their yard, I was surprised 
by the number of camping trailers set 
up around the yard.  Marlene 
explained that a number of friends 
have asked to park their campers 
and like to come out on weekends.  
Their acreage is located on a curve in 
the road, above the North 
Saskatchewan River and couple 
miles from a large lake.  Perfect 
location if someone wants to camp, 
go boating, hiking or just get out of 
town for the weekend.  Their yard is 
overflowing with landscaped 
flowerbeds and water features.  They 
have a wonderful deck that wraps 
around the front of the house 
providing a wonderful space for 
outdoor entertaining.  Out back, their 
vegetable gardens and berry patches 
provide fresh offerings for anyone 
wishing to wander the paths, as well 
they have a tent, more seating, 
horseshoe pit, outdoor wood oven 



 

The Last Word… So God made a Farmer.   
The Last Word … So God Made a Farmer This is a tribute to all farmers both near and far, and I am so proud that I am the daughter of one.  
Dad this is for you.  Also available on YouTube read by the late Paul Harvey definitely worth a watch and listen.   
And on the eighth day, God looked down on his planned paradise and said “I need a caretaker.” So God made a 
farmer.   
God said, “I need somebody willing to get up before dawn, milk cows, work all day in the field, milk cows again, eat 
supper, then go to town and stay past midnight at a meeting of the township board.”  So God made a farmer.   
“I need somebody with arms strong enough to wrestle a calf and gentle enough to cradle his own grandchild.  
Somebody to call hogs, tame cantankerous machinery, come home hungry, have to wait lunch until his wife’s done 
feeding visiting ladies, then tell the ladies to be sure to come back real soon and mean it.” So God made a farmer.  
God said, “I need somebody willing to sit up all night with a new born colt, and watch it die, then dry his eyes and say 
‘Maybe next year.’  I need somebody who can shape an axe handle from an ash tree, shoe a horse, who can fix a 
harness with hay wire, feed sacks and shoe scraps. Who, during planting time and harvest season, will finish his 40-
hour week by Tuesday noon and then, paining from tractor back, put in another 72 hours.” So God made a farmer.  
God had to have somebody willing to ride ruts at double speed to get the hay in ahead of the rain clouds and yet 
stop in mid-field and race to help when he sees the first smoke from a neighbor’s place.  So God made a farmer.   
God said, “I need somebody strong enough to clear trees and heave bales, yet gentle enough to help a newborn calf 
to suckle and tend the pink comb pullets, who will stop his mower in an instant to avoid a nest of meadowlarks.”  
It had to be somebody who’d plow deep and straight and cut no corners.  Somebody to seed, weed, feed, breed, 
brake, disk, plow, plant, strain the milk, replenish the self-feeder and finish a hard week’s work with an eight mile 

drive to church.  Somebody who’d bale a family together with the soft, strong bonds of 
sharing, who would laugh, and then sigh and then reply with smiling eyes when his family 
says that they are proud of what Dad does. 
“So God made a farmer.”  
 

Until Next Time, Take care  

Bernadette Logozar,  

Rural & Ag Economic Development Specialist 
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and marketing plan.   
 

What are you inventorying?  Start 
with soil, landscape and buildings.  
Think about the soil quality.  This is 
vital to your farm, so in thinking 
about soil quality also consider ways 
that you can improve soil quality.  
What are the landscape features of 
your farm?  Natural landscape 
features ‘such as scenic views, 
overlooks, hills, mountains, valley 
and cliffs should all be taken into 
account when deciding the best 
agritourism or alternative enterprises 
that are suitable for your farm”.  Also 
consider these features at different 
times of year or times of day, a back 

(Continued from page 21) 
field that is located on a hill away from 
lights and roads might offer star gazing 
or birding opportunities for visitors.  
 

Buildings can be repurposed and can 
provide a wide range of options for 
alternative enterprises.  While visiting 
Gardenworks at MacClean Farms in 
Salem, NY it was lovely to see how they 
have repurposed the dairy barn to 
create the Marketplace (a shop where 
you can purchase items from the farm 
as well as other farm related products).  
They encourage you to visit the farm in 
all seasons, and you can even take 
some classes in their hayloft 
classroom!  It is lovely to see this 3rd 
generation farm still in the family and 
still going strong. 

  (www.gardenworksfarm.com)  
 
Water is vital resource on any farm 
whether you are raising crops or 
critters.  But other thing to think 
about is the wetlands on your farm.  
Wetlands filter water and provide 
habitat for many birds and other 
animals.  These areas of your farm 
can be used for outdoor classrooms, 
nutrient waste management and 
other practices.  There are a number 
of opportunities to establish, improve 
or enlarge wetlands.  So be sure to 
consider wetlands in your inventory.  
Before doing anything with the water 
and wetlands on your farm contact 
your local NRCS and Soil & Water 
office. 

Opening Your Farm to Visitors—Cont’d 



 

 

Unless listed otherwise, CONTACT the CORNELL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION office for more information on 
any of the items listed here. (518) 483-7403. 
 

The 2012 Buckeye Beef Tour, October 3-7.   
Seats are still available. Planned stops include: Cow/calf , Angus and Hereford, Stocker operation, 1200 head-Ohio State University Research 
Center-Ohio State Meat Science lab- Diversified crop and livestock farm Farmer Feeder- Fun night and more. Cost is $ 450 per person, double 
occupancy and includes bus transportation and lodging, potentially some meals depending on sign up. A $ 200 deposit will reserve you seat-
registration form is attached. We have a very good tour put together and as always I look forward to an educational and fun trip. The tour will 
originate in Ithaca, leaving 8am October 3. For folks in the western part of NY arrangements can be made to pick up at central location. For 
information contatct Mike at : mjb28@cornell.edu 
 

An Interactive Workshop to Improve Agriculture and Animal Disaster Response and Recovery, October 9 
This workshop is for agricultural officials, county officials, county emergency  managers, cooperative extension, county animal response teams, 
etc. It is taking place at Crowne Plaza Resort Lake Placid October 9, 2012 10-3pm. Presenters' and facilitators form NYS Dept.  of Agriculture & 
Markets, USDA APHIS VS, and USDA Farm Service Agency. RSVP by September 24, 2012. Register at http://www.surveymonkey.com/
s/9S5G8WJ.  For more information contact Kelly Nilsson- Department of Agriculture & Markets- 518 457-2771. 
Kelly.@nilsson@agriculture.ny.gov 
 

Small Farmers: Register Now for Fall, Winter and Spring Online Courses 
Whether you are a seasoned, new, or aspiring farmer, there’s something for you in the 2012-2013 line-up of online courses presented by the 
Cornell Small Farms Program and Cornell Cooperative Extension. View all 12 courses at http://nebeginningfarmers.org/online-courses. There 
are courses covering commercial production topics like raising veggies, berries, and poultry, and many more covering management of a 
successful farm, including business planning, holistic financial planning, marketing, and getting started in farming. Take advantage of this 
opportunity to interact with other farmers, develop your farming plans, and learn new skills from the comfort of your own home. Most courses are 
6 weeks long and a bargain at $200 each.     Learn more at  http://nebeginningfarmers.org/online-courses 
 

2012 Northern NY Dairy Institute; Hoof Health Workshops, Four Sessions, Thursdays October 18th—November 8th 
Four weekly sessions on Thursdays from 10:30am to 3:00pm.  Register for one or for all.  Each session stands alone.  $35 per session or $100 
for all.  (FSA Borrower Credits are pending).  These sessions are a combination of classroom and on-farm sessions.  October 18th  and 
November 1st sessions will be held in Franklin County;  October 25th and November 8th sessions will be held in Clinton County.  Dairy cow 
lameness can negatively impact milk production, reproductive success, farm costs, and public perception of how well a farm cares for its cows. 
Session 1: Will involve a classroom as well as an on-farm session and will cover hoof anatomy, locomotion scoring, hoof maintenance and 
proper hoof trimming.  Session 2:  Will be a classroom session that will cover hoof diseases and treatment, the causes and the cost, and how to 
handle lame cows.  Session 3:  Will cover animal welfare practices by applying the NYS Cattle Health Assurance Program hoof health module 
and Dairy Beef Quality Assurance Program protocols.  The on-farm session and will offer a walk-through audit and how to address the media 
and public.  Session 4:  will cover hoof problem prevention and the importance of cow comfort and body condition scoring.  The on-farm session 
will cover how to handle lame cows with an emphasis on infectious claw disease.  For more information and to register contact CCE Franklin 
County at 518-483-7403 or by emailing Rick LeVitre at ral334@cornell.edu or Harry Fefee at hnf9@cornell.edu. This Northern NY Dairy Institute 
training series is made possible with funding from local and regional agribusiness and dairy farmers. 
 

Get Help Writing Your Farm Business Plan this Fall 
It is rare for a farm to be an accidental success; having a written document laying out the farm's goals, marketing strategies, financial projections, and operation is essential to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the farmer's plans. A business plan is also a must-have for anyone seeking loans or grants to help fund their farm's development.  
This Fall, you can get personal guidance in writing your farm business plan by taking an online course offered by the Cornell Small Farms Program. BF 202: Planning for 
Sustainability - Writing Your Business Plan is a fast-paced course covering one section of the business plan each week. Through weekly webinars, you'll hear from farmers, 
business management educators, and bankers about what makes a good business plan. You'll get personal feedback on each section of your business plan as you complete the 
weekly homework. The course begins Thurs. Oct 4 and runs for 6 weeks through Nov. 8, with evening webinars every Thursday. The cost is $200. Registration closes when the 
course fills up or by Sept 26, whichever happens first, so don't delay or you might miss this opportunity. 
Students who took the course last Fall have used their completed business plans to obtain farm mortgages, equipment purchase loans, and operating loans. One student said, "I 
basically knew very little prior to taking this course. But now I feel confident about how to write a business plan, how to research the areas that are projections/pro-forma statements, 
and the components of each section."  
If you've felt intimidated by the process of writing a business plan, or if you plan to seek outside funding for your farm, sign up now for this unique opportunity to join a virtual 
community that will help you write your farm business plan this Fall. For more details visit http://nebeginningfarmers.org/online-courses/all-courses/bf-202-planning-for-sustainability/ 
This course is only one of many offered over the Fall, Winter and Spring by the Cornell Small Farms Program and Cornell Cooperative Extension. For the full course menu, visit 
http://nebeginningfarmers.org/online-courses. 
 

COMING EVENTS!  
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Buy, Sell or Trade 

 

Dave Vincent        518-483-7990 
or 518-572-9714 

Feed Oats bagged at the farm.   
       Delivery Available 
 

 

Alton Savage        518-483-3949 
Straw-small square bales.    Seasoned firewood 

 

Russell Trombley   518-497-6498 
Registered heifer & bull calves for sale. 
 

Roger Howard         518-358-2176 
Small square bales hay for horses and 
cattle. 
 

Lisa Martin         518-483-8676 
 3 female llamas for sale.  Call for more info.  
 

Mike O’Connor      518-497-3022 
Early 1st cut, 2nd & 3rd cut baleage.   
 

Hugh Stark          518-483-6437 
Registered Black Angus  
 

Jeff Gerow              518-358-4271 
Hay for Sale, 1st Cut grass, small square bales, 
35-40 lbs.  Never been rained on.  3500 bales.  
Delivery available for charge.    
 

 

Kirk Jackson           t: 450-264-6901  
           C: 450-374-4297 
Got Straw?  We do, golden wheat straw, no 
weeds, extra dry, processed to 2” to 3”.  Big 
square bales, 3’x4’x8’ approx. 1000# each.  Full 
loads only (36 bales/load)  

FOR SALE 
Logue Farms          518-497-6115 
1086 International  Tractor with new 
overhaul-clutch  with duals and loader  
$ 20,000 . 200 dry 4x4 round bales, 130 
wrapped bales — 2nd cut 
 

Maple River Alpacas 518-497-6009 
For Sale:  Pacapoo!  great for gardens, 
flower gardens and any place you need a 
great additive for your soil. Rich in 
Nitrogen!!  Bring your 5 gallon pail and fill 
it for $20.00.  Also, raw alpaca fleece, 
2nds and 3rds.  Use to control weeds in 
your gardens or flower beds.  Give us a 
call for prices. 
 

 

Services  
Kristen Chambers        315-250-1742 
Hoof trimmer, call to schedule an 
appointment.  
 

Asselin Accounting & Tax Services:  

518-483-7961 or asselin.mba.vet@gmail.com 

Specializing in Small Business & Individual 
Tax to include accounting & bookkeeping 
services.  

 

Also available free of charge 
SARE Bulletins  
 

 Profitable Poultry:  Raising Birds on Pasture 
 

 Marketing Strategies for Farmers & Ranchers  
 Transitioning to Organic  
 Limited Resource Farmers  

   
Stop by the CCE office to pick up 

yours today!   

Currently available Building 
A Sustainable Business 
Planning Guide 
Building a Sustainable Business: A Guide to 
Developing a Business Plan for Farms and 
Rural Businesses brings the business 
planning process alive to help today's 
alternative and sustainable agriculture 
entrepreneurs transform farm-grown 
inspiration into profitable enterprises.  
Cost $20  


